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John Wiley and Sons Ltd, United Kingdom, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 3rd Revised
edition. 272 x 218 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Medical Statistics at a Glance is a
concise and accessible introduction and revision aid for this complex subject. The self-contained
chapters explain the underlying concepts of medical statistics and provide a guide to the most
commonly used statistical procedures. This new edition of Medical Statistics at a Glance : Presents
key facts accompanied by clear and informative tables and diagrams Focuses on illustrative
examples which show statistics in action, with an emphasis on the interpretation of computer data
analysis rather than complex hand calculations Includes extensive cross-referencing, a
comprehensive glossary of terms and flow-charts to make it easier to choose appropriate tests Now
provides the learning objectives for each chapter Includes a new chapter on Developing Prognostic
Scores Includes new or expanded material on study management, multi-centre studies, sequential
trials, bias and different methods to remove confounding in observational studies, multiple
comparisons, ROC curves and checking assumptions in a logistic regression analysis The
companion website at contains supplementary material including an extensive reference list and
multiple choice questions (MCQs) with interactive answers for self-assessment. Medical...
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A whole new e book with a brand new standpoint. I have read through and i also am certain that i am going to planning to read again yet again later on. I
found out this book from my i and dad advised this pdf to learn.
-- Audrey Lowe I-- Audrey Lowe I

It is fantastic and great. It is really simplified but unexpected situations from the 50 % in the ebook. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i suggested
this book to learn.
-- Dr. Luna Skiles-- Dr. Luna Skiles
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